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Paleoecological studies document that grasslands with a high conservation value in the European forest-steppe ecotone are often anthropogenically derived, requiring management to avoid woodland recovery. Nevertheless, naturally open areas often persisted within this ecotone, explaining the high richness of these grasslands.

The forest-steppe ecotone

The European forest-steppe ecotone extends over 6000 km from the Carpathian to the Ural Mountains and is the natural transition from temperate broadleaf or mixed conifer forests to naturally open grasslands. Overall, this southeastern forest limit in Europe is determined by climate, while limiting parameters differ along its extent. The ecotone harbors many species-rich grasslands with high conservation value. At the same time, its Holocene history is not well documented, as indicated by the comparably small number of paleo studies in this region (Fig. 1).

The location, structure and composition of the ecotone likely changed through time as climate and land use changed over the course of the Holocene. Due to the fertile soils characterizing most of the region, it is extensively used for agriculture with few patches of natural vegetation remaining, and it is difficult to deduce the position of the ecotone based on modern observations. The transition zone may have consisted of a mosaic of forest and grasslands or uninterrupted open forest with a rich herb layer. Moreover, the mechanisms that maintained these semi-open forests or a forest grassland mosaic are not fully understood. Fires and grazing of large herbivores in combination with prehistoric land use may have shaped the structure in combination with geomorphology and local climate. Paleoecological investigations are paramount to uncover the natural position, structure, and disturbance regime to provide baselines needed for restoration efforts or management plans.

Situated at the foothills of the Ural Mountains, the Kungur region is the northern-most outpost of the East European forest-steppe zone. The high biodiversity and endemics in today’s grasslands gave rise to two competing concepts describing the Holocene history of the Kungur forest-steppe. The "Pleistocene relict" concept suggests that a birch forest-steppe like those occurring in Siberia today prevailed in the region during the Pleistocene and persisted during the Holocene. The "anthropogenic" concept suggests that the Pleistocene steppe was replaced by hemiboreal forests with the onset of the Holocene, with steppe elements surviving along rivers and on exposed rocks. Deforestation led to the establishment of secondary birch and pine forests and the spread of steppe elements, as they are found today. Resolving this debate on the origin of the Kungur forest-steppe is one of the many examples of how a millennial-scale perspective can provide guidance on nature conservation and restoration.

A new pollen record documenting the vegetation composition in the Kungur region over the last 3400 years (Shumilovskikh et al. 2021) demonstrates that the landscape...
Deforestation after the Russian colonization in the 17th century led to the opening of the landscape as it is today. Thus, the generally open character of the landscape is relatively recent and of anthropogenic origin, providing new habitats for the spread of steppe species. Based on available paleoecological data, the "Pleistocene relict" hypothesis can be rejected regarding the overall openness and structure while individual steppe elements may have survived in specific habitats.

Information documenting the anthropogenic formation of open areas also comes from the middle Dniepr forest-steppe region (Kursk, Russia). The Suzhda and Kliukvennoe pollen records indicate the dominance of broadleaf with oak until 200 years ago when the area was transformed into an agricultural landscape. Other sites within the region such as Zamostye, Peny and Razdolye (Fig. 1) show the presence of pine-dominated forests indicating a high heterogeneity in standscale forest composition.

High-resolution pollen diagrams for the last 1100 years from Peny show strong forest reduction in the 13th century (connected to the Kievan Rus), forest recovery during the Tatar-Mongol invasions in the 14th century, and subsequent deforestations in the 15th century (connected to the Grand Duchy of Lithuania). The last deforestation pulse occurred in the 17th century when the Tsardom of Russia erected the Belgorod defense line to protect the fertile chernozem soil region against invaders from the south. Studied records document that the forest-steppe in the Kursk region was converted into the agropastoral steppe by the end of the 17th century.

Similar vegetation histories have been described for the western edges of the European forest-steppe ecotone. The prevailing hypothesis of an Early Holocene closed forest that was opened through human activity (Mitchell 2005) can be rejected using paleoecology. An interdisciplinary study of Lake Vravoc at the western outcrops of the Pannonian Basin documents that open vegetation persisted from the Late Glacial into the Holocene (Kuneš et al. 2015, Fig. 2). In central and western Europe, the warming with the onset of the Holocene resulted in the spread of trees or increase in tree cover. This replacement of open vegetation types is visible in pollen diagrams as a decline in pollen-type richness (Giesecke et al. 2019). The data for Lake Vravoc show the opposite trend of an increase in pollen-type richness at the onset of the Holocene.

Pollen-type richness and diversity can be interpreted as floristic richness and landscape diversity (Matthews et al. 2015); both increased at the onset of the Holocene at Lake Vravoc. Richness and diversity further increased around 2000 BCE with the appearance of cereals, indicating the expansion of agriculture in the region. This example shows that although there was a continuation of open vegetation types, early land use further enhanced floristic richness and landscape diversity.

In addition to this example, the Holocene persistence of open land is documented in other lowland areas in this western region (Kuneš and Abraham 2017). Paleoecological information therefore support the hypothesis that the long-term stability of these ecosystems explains the existence of species-rich grasslands, with high conservation value, such as those in the Bílý Karpaty Mountains (Hájková et al. 2011).

Conclusions

The anthropogenic origin of many European open vegetation types is documented in a multitude of palynological studies. Also, the forest-steppe ecotone was transformed by land use. While Neolithic to Iron age cultures reduced the forest cover of the ecotone somewhat, the transformation to a largely open agrarian landscape occurred only between 500 BCE in the Lower Danube region (Feurdean et al. 2021) and the 17th century in the Kungur forest-steppe (Shumilovskikh et al. 2019b, 2021). In eastern Europe, this deforestation likely shifted the ecotone to the North and West so that areas that are currently mapped as forest-steppe were forest-covered before extensive land-use started (Shumilovskikh et al. 2018).

Due to this transformation of the landscape, the cessation of agricultural activities would lead to a recovery of woodlands in most locations within the forest-steppe ecotone and a loss in the diversity of steppe associations over the medium-term. The open character of many vegetation types within the region depends on disturbance and conservation must, therefore, include disturbance factors in the form of selective felling, prescribed burning, moderate grazing, or traditional mowing.
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